Latest information
from the world of cabins
Dump trucks from Hydrema now also equipped with
Lochmann cabins
Compact, safe & agile - the 707G dump truck
The 707G offers all the advantages of a larger knuckle boom dump
truck combined with the compact size of a conventional construction
site dump truck. The requirements of this cabin were high and the goals
were ambitious. The challenge of the Hydrema MX mobile excavator
cabin, which was developed within 2 years, was to use as many of the
same parts as possible from the existing cab and while at the same time
meeting the high special requirements of the cabin.
Operator protection, ergonomics, excellent all-round visibility and high
stability despite impressive maneuverability were not allowed to be
neglected and were the focus of the development. A one-step entry and
certified protection against rolling over (ROPS test) and falling objects
created a safe cabin and workplace by Lochmann Kabinen GmbH.
You can take the 707G with our cabin to places where other machines
would fail to operate.
The challenge not only accepted but implemented and the goal excellently
achieved these are the strengths of Lochmann Kabinen GmbH.
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Lochmann Kabinen GmbH has been
manufacturing cabins since 1983.
Quality and innovation of the cabins
have always been our focus. Our
experience is highly valued by our
customers because we know what
the market needs. Many years of
know-how enable us not only to respond to the needs of our customers,
but also to implement them in the
cabins - for the satisfaction of our
customers.
Our strength lies in the development
and production of cabins in various
sectors: cabins for agricultural machines, municipal vehicles, earthmoving machines, but also cabins
for industrial and special vehicles
are to be found in our wide range of
products.
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